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adventurous

America

Willing to take risks in order to find excitement.

The lands of North, Central and South America.



apprentice

Armada

Someone who works for somebody else to learn that person’s skill or trade.

Ships armed for battle.



Atlantic

Australia

An ocean bordered by Europe and Africa on the east and North and South America on the west.

A large country southwest of Asia. 



betrayed

British

To not be loyal to.

Associated with Great Britain or its people or language.



cartographer

circumnavigate

The art of producing maps.

To go entirely around.



compass

convince

An instrument displaying direction. 

For someone to believe or accept your thoughts or ideas.



crew

culture

All of the people who work on a ship.

The language, traditions and art of a particular group of people. 



direction

discover

The way in which someone faces or travels. 

To find or see something first.



Endeavour

expedition

The ship that Captain James Cook sailed on. 

A journey taken for a specific reason.



grudge

hero

Anger that is kept for a long time.

A person who is brave and looked up to by others.



journal

locate

A record of a person’s experiences, thoughts or daily events. 

To find the positon or place of something. 



map

merchant

A picture of a particular area of the Earth.

One who buys goods and sells them for a profit.



messenger

navigator

A person who carries and delivers messages.

A person who charts and steers the course of a ship.



Navy

overseas

The part of a nation’s military that conducts war over the sea.

Abroad.



Pacific

pirate

The largest ocean in the world.

Someone who attacks or robs ships at sea.



privateer

revenge

A crew member on a ship.

To get pay back by causing injury or harm.



ship

Spanish

A large vessel built to carry people or goods long distances by sea.

Associated with Spain, or its people or language. 



spy

territory

Someone who watches in secret to get information about others.

An area of land.



trader

Venetian

A person who buys and sells.

Associated with Venice or its people.



victorious 

voyage

Won or claimed victory.

A long journey by air, land or sea.


